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October 28th, 2020, Amazon launched its e-commerce platform in Sweden, marking a
key milestone for Nordic e-commerce. The conglomerate and tech giant could become
the leading Nordic e-commerce player and capture 5-10% of the e-commerce market
within 5 years. Incumbent players are left with a strategic dilemma – should they join
with Amazon or should they fight back? Either way, they need to make sure their
houses are in order and prepare for what could be a bumpy ride.
Following our main article addressing Amazon’s entry in the Nordics, we cover
deep-dive perspectives on three core elements of Amazon’s success; Product
offering, Pricing and Loyalty (including delivery). This perspective covers the first
one -- Product offering.

Amazon with +500 million products in the US – +150 million
already offered in Sweden
One core element of Amazon’s success is its broad and deep product offering. The
company offers the broadest selection in the market with +500 million products in
the US. Consumers across continents are today able to enjoy the multi-category
one-stop-shop that Amazon is. The company offers products in a wide range of
categories including its 13 wave-one categories that are typically introduced first
after a market entry – Books, Electronics, Sports & outdoor, Home & garden, Baby,
Toys, Shoes, Tools hardware, Pet, Health & beauty, Apparel, Auto and Pantry.
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In Sweden, +150 million products from European and local vendors are already
available on amazon.se across all wave-one categories, except pantry. Amazon’s entry
also marks the arrival of one of the first truly cross-vertical players. There are already
several strong vertical e-commerce players in the Nordics, but Amazon as a
marketplace takes a unique position with its multi-category proposition with
unparallel assortment depth. The company offers significantly broader assortment
compared to peers across categories. Comparing assortment in selected subcategories between Amazon and relevant peers, indicates the conglomerate often has
multiple times the number of products compared to incumbents (see Exhibit 1).
Amazon has also been expanding its private label offering since it introduced its
first in-house brand AmazonBasics in 2009. Today the company has over 120
brands across multiple categories including food & beverage, clothing, and
electronics, and even though it currently represents only 1% of sales, it is growing
rapidly. Some of its brands are widely recognized by consumers, e.g. Echo and
Kindle, but many are not as closely connected to the company. While the
attractively priced private label brands are great news for consumers, it has made
Amazon subject to concerns by some third-party sellers.

Assortment breadth enabled by multiple engagement models
with suppliers
One key to Amazon’s assortment breadth is how it engages with its suppliers,
offering them many options for how to sell and fulfill orders. Firstly, suppliers can
choose whether to sell via either Amazon’s Retail- or Marketplace model. With the
retail model, suppliers act as vendors, selling to Amazon at negotiated wholesale
price. Vendors using this model range from small manufacturers to multi-national
corporations.
In the marketplace model on the other hand, suppliers act as merchants, listing
goods and setting retail prices on Amazon marketplace. This can be done either
directly or indirectly through third party retailers. Merchants are most commonly
individuals or small businesses and Amazon charge them both a seller fee as well
as a referral fee. In Sweden, the seller fee is either 410 SEK per month or 10 SEK
per article sold depending on the selected seller plan. The referral fee is 7-20% of
an item’s selling price depending on category. Over the past years, Amazon has
been growing the share of its marketplace business, which now represents ~60% of
total revenues and an absolute majority of the assortment (+95% excluding Books,
Media, Wine and Services).
In the marketplace model, merchants can also decide to let Amazon handle
fulfillment through the FBA service (Fulfillment by Amazon). In this case,
merchants supply their products to Amazon in advance. When a customer places
an order, Amazon picks, packs, ships and tracks the order for the merchant as well
as handle returns and refunds. However, this does come at a cost. Amazon charges
both storage fees and fulfillment fees, impacting merchant margins.
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To further ensure a broad product offering in Sweden, Amazon offers its existing
EU suppliers to enter the market without additional fees. Vendors can either do
fulfillment from existing EU warehouses or redistribute stock between warehouses
across markets. The low barriers for existing sellers to enter Sweden in
combination with continuously welcoming new local vendors enables Amazon to
continue to grow its product selection as well as adding more categories.

Amazon’s next steps for Nordic offering – further category
expansion, possibly including food
Amazon showed strong consumer adoption already during the first weeks after
Swedish launch on October 28th. During the first full month of operations in
November 2020, the website ranked #30 on traffic in Sweden with +11 million site
visits. This positions them as the second most visited e-commerce site, behind the
leading player at rank #29.
How Amazon will continue to develop its offerings in Sweden and broader Nordics
is not yet confirmed. However, a lot can be learned from rollouts in similar markets.
In the recent Australian launch, Amazon rolled out categories at record speed. All
13 of its wave-one categories were launched within less than a year, including
pantry (see Exhibit 2). In 2020 the company also filed trademark for ‘Amazon
Pharmacy’ in Australia, providing an indication of the ambition for offering breadth.
As Amazon has continuously used and refined its market entry ‘Playbook’ and
compressed its timeline, Sweden and the rest of the Nordics can likely expect
similar developments.

13 Amazon main categories launched within 1 year
in Australia
12 already
available
Exhibit 2 | 13 Amazon
wave-one–categories
launched
within one in
yearSweden
in Australia – 12 already avail-

With pantry- and grocery-related offerings being one main blank spot in the current
Swedish assortment, it is a category to monitor. Amazon Pantry, offering bulk-sized
pantry staples, was introduced already 10 months after the Australian launch.
Amazon Fresh on the other hand, its full assortment grocery offering, has only been
launched in selected countries, including Spain, Italy, UK and Germany (see Exhibit
3). Amazon keeps optimizing across its portfolio of offerings and recently closed
Pantry in UK to move more volume to Fresh and Prime Now. Even though an
accelerated roll-out has been observed also for Amazon Fresh, the service should
likely not be expected in Sweden in the near future. If launching Fresh in the
Nordics, Amazon will face both additional logistical challenges related to cold chain
and perishables as well as competition from the increasingly maturing online
grocery market. Pure players and major traditional grocery retailers are ramping up
their online efforts and the category has been the one experiencing the fastest
online acceleration by Covid-19 in Sweden.

Pantry launched after 12m in AU, while
fresh only oﬀered in selected markets
Exhibit 3 | Pantry launched after 10 months in Australia, while Amazon fresh
is only offered in selected markets
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Incumbents to understand product overlap and consider
relying more on unique value propositions
The overall ‘fight vs. join Amazon’ dilemma that Nordic companies are facing
becomes further granular related to product offering. The fight or join decision
could be applied on a category and even product level. If deciding to join with the
tech giant, local companies need to review what specific products to offer through
Amazon and what not, in order to avoid channel conflict and optimize revenue and
profit. The dilemma can be important not the least for brands. If offering brands on
Amazon, companies should consider how to keep building direct customer
relationships as well as how to make brands stand out among +150 million
products. A key element related to this is optimization of marketing spend,
including on amazon.se.
If going for the fight option, a starting point for Nordic retailers is to understand
overlap in product categories and products as well as price position relative to
Amazon. Incumbents should consider if and where to extend assortment breadth
and depth to ensure relevance and build strongholds. E-commerce players could
also expect that brands winning at Amazon are not necessarily the ones currently
winning in their assortment. The re-enforcing loop of popular products getting high
ratings, and thereby further driving sales has previously been observed for products
at Amazon.
Going forward retailers should consider relying even more on unique customer
value propositions to co-exist with Amazon. Companies could focus on some of
Amazon’s vulnerabilities related to product offering. One example is Amazon’s
limited physical store network, which makes it less strong on inspirational browsing
as well as unable to offer instore experience and services. Furthermore, the giant is
known as the Everything Store, with offering not curated to individuals’ needs.
Brands as well as private label can also play a part in strengthening incumbents’
value propositions. Companies can increase focus on unique own brands as well as
securing exclusivity of third-party brands. As for Private Label, companies can
leverage this to improve price perception, build retailer loyalty and do extreme
tailoring and localization. Either way, Nordic companies should review their strategy
for product offering when the world’s broadest assortment has now arrived.
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